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Abstract
We assessed the capacity of Kingella kingae to grow in blood culture bottles,
taking into account the concentrations of the microorganism and of blood in the
culture medium. An initial suspension (dilution A) of 32 strains of Kingella kingae
was serially diluted (dilutions B to F). One mL of all dilutions was inoculated in
two blood culture bottles, together with 1mL of human blood in the 2nd bottle.
One mL serial dilutions of human blood were added to blood culture bottles
previously inoculated with 1 ml of Kingella kingae dilution 1/104 (dilution C). In
non-blood-supplemented blood culture bottles, 23 strains grew with dilution A
and only one with dilution B, as compared to all strains with dilutions A to D,
22 with dilution E, and one with dilution F in blood-supplemented bottles. In
blood culture bottles inoculated with Kingella kingae dilution C and decreasing
concentrations of human blood, all strains grew with blood dilutions 1/2 and 1/4,
26 with dilution 1/8, 19 with dilution 1/16, 10 with dilution 1/32, and none with
dilution 1/64. Increasing time to positivity was observed with both decreasing
bacterial (p=0.001) and blood concentrations (r=-0.632, p<0.0001). The addition
of human blood was essential to boost the growth of Kingella kingae in blood
culture bottles and may prove useful to improve the isolation of fastidious
Kingella kingae organisms from pediatric osteoarticular exudates.
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Introduction
Since the early 90’s Kingella kingae has emerged as one of the
main causes of osteomyelitis and septic arthritis in children younger
than 4 years of age [1-4]. Conventional cultures rarely recover K.
kingae from osteoarticular specimens and only the inoculation of
Blood Culture Bottles (BCB) allows its isolation in some cases [2,5,6].
However, even when the BCB method is employed, many pediatric
skeletal system infections remain culture-negative and only the use
of sensitive species-specific molecular detection assays establishes the
bacteriological diagnosis of the disease [4,7-10].
The present study analyzes the capacity of K. kingae to grow
in BCB, taking into account both the inoculum and the presence
and concentration of blood as a growth supplement in the culture
medium.

Materials and Methods

Figure 1: Positivity rates and TTP in blood-supplemented BCBs inoculated
with different KK concentrations (BCB, Blood Culture Bottle; IQR: Interquartil
Range; KK: Kingella kingae; NA: Not Applicable; TTP: Time To Positivity).

Thirty-two K. kingae strains isolated from 32 patients (15 females)
aged from 7 to 28 months at diagnosis of osteoarticular infections
(24 arthritis and 8 osteomyelitis cases) in Hospital Sant Joan de Déu
(Barcelona, Spain) between 1997 and 2015 were studied.

35-37ºC + 5% CO2 for 40-48 hours, after which the number of CFU/
mL grown from each dilution was estimated.

From each of the strains, a microorganism suspension with a
theoretical bacterial concentration of 1.5×108 Colony Forming Units
(CFU)/mL (McFarland 0.5) was prepared (dilution A). Dilution A
was then serially diluted 1/103, 1/104, 1/105, 1/106, and 107 (dilutions
B, C, D, E, and F, respectively) by addition of sterile 0.9% w/v NaCL
solution. One-hundred µL of each dilution was spread in blood
agar plates, in order to establish the bacterial concentration of the
corresponding suspension. The blood agar plates were incubated at

One mL of each dilution (A to F) was inoculated in two different
BacT/Alert SA aerobic BCBs (BioMérieux; Durham, North Carolina,
USA). In one BCB of each dilution, 1 mL of sterile human blood
(leftovers of blood cell packages from the blood bank of our hospital)
was added. Finally, serial dilutions of blood (1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16,
and 1/32), using BacT/Alert SA aerobic bottle culture medium as a
diluting agent, were added to 5 BCBs previously inoculated with 1 mL
of dilution C from each strain.
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dilutions 1/2 and 1/4, 26 with dilution 1/8, 19 with dilution 1/16, 10
with dilution 1/32, and none with dilution 1/64 (Figure 2). Increasing
TTP was observed again with decreasing blood concentrations
(Friedman rank sum test, p=0.001). Time-to-detection was similar
among the first 3 serial dilutions and negatively correlated with the
concentration of the blood dilutions that were added in the BCB
(Spearman’s Rho test; r=-0.632, p<0.0001).

Figure 2: Positivity rates and TTP in BCBs inoculated with KK dilution C in
which different blood concentrations were added (BCB: Blood Culture Bottle;
IQR: Interquartil Range; KK: Kingella Kingae; TTP: Time To Positivity).

The BCBs were incubated until growth was detected by the
automated blood culture instrument, for a maximum of 5 days.
When growth was detected in a BCB, a subculture on Columbia agar
medium with 5% of sheep blood (blood agar plate) was carried out
as a growth control. When no growth was detected after 5 days, the
cultures were considered negative and a reseeding was performed as
well.
Statistical analysis was carried out using SPSS software, version
21.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). Categorical variables are
reported as proportions and continuous variables as medians with
Interquartile Ranges (IQR). Statistical significance was defined as a
p-value <0.05.

Results
In blood agar plates created to establish the bacterial
concentration of the corresponding suspension, the median number
of K. kingae colony in dilution C (the first one in which the growth
was not confluent and allowed precise counting) and D were 33 and 2,
accounting for the following median (IQR) bacterial concentrations:
330 (26-57) and 20 (2-5) CFU/mL, respectively. Growth was observed
in 6 plates with dilution E, but in none with dilution F. Accordingly,
estimated mean bacterial concentrations in dilutions A, B, C, D, E,
and F were 106-107, 103-104, 102-103, 10-102, 1-10, and 0-1 CFU/mL,
respectively.
In non-blood-supplemented BCB, 23 strains grew in BCB seeded
with dilution A, only 1 in those seeded with dilution B, and in none
of the BCB inoculated with dilutions C to F. In BCB spiked with
dilution A suspensions, the median (IQR) Time To Positivity (TTP)
was 53.0 (19.5-90.0) hours. All strains grew in blood-supplemented
BCB inoculated with dilutions A to D, 22 with dilution E, and only
one with dilution F (Figure 1). Increasing TTP was observed with
decreasing KK serial dilutions (Friedman rank sum test, p<0.0001).
In both blood and non-blood-supplemented BCB, no growth was
observed when dilutions from BCB that tested negative by the BactT/
Alert instrument reading were subcultured on blood agar plates.
In BCB inoculated with dilution C in which decreasing
concentrations of human blood were added, all strains grew with blood
Submit your Manuscript | www.austinpublishinggroup.com

The growth curve observed in the BacT/Alert-instrument
remained flat up to end of the incubation period in all negative
cultures. When BCBs that tested negative by the automated reading
were subcultured on blood agar, K. kingae growth was observed
in 6, 5, and 5 plates inoculated with dilutions 1/8, 1/16, and 1/32,
respectively. This occurred only with the dilution that yielded a first
negative BCB result in most cases, but also for 3 strains in which
growth was observed in 3, 3, and 2 plates that had been inoculated
with BCB containing decreasing concentrations of human blood.
The number of isolated colonies was sparse in all cases and, thus,
quantitative cultures were not performed.

Discussion
The most efficient method of culturing osteoarticular specimens
from pediatric patients with bacterial arthritis or osteomyelitis consist
of inoculating the samples in BCB [4,5], which allows the isolation of
K. kingae more frequently than in conventional cultures [2,5,6]. The
implementation of K. kingae -specific molecular diagnostic methods
has increased significantly the detection of this elusive pathogen
in recent years [9,10]. In our hospital, we diagnosed 25 cases of
osteoarticular infections caused by KK in young children by means of
molecular methods from 2012 to 2016; in only 10 (40%) and 3 (7.5%)
of these did BCB and conventional cultures yield a positive result,
respectively [11]. These data are consistent with other contemporary
reports [4,12] and clearly show that a large number of osteoarticular
infections in children remain etiologically undiagnosed if only culture
methods are performed.
It is known that the concentration of K. kingae in specimens
obtained from osteoarticular infections in children is low, ranging
from 11 to 300 CFU/mL, [13] and that the microorganism is not
usually observed in the Gram stain [2,14,15]. In our own experience,
the Gram stain was always negative in a series of children with K.
kingae osteoarticular infections [11]. In all likelihood, the low
inoculum partly explains the difference in bacterial recovery between
conventional cultures and sensitive molecular methods. In this
study, K. kingae only grew in non-blood-supplemented BCB when
the highest concentrations (dilution A, 106-107 CFU/mL) were
inoculated. This inoculum can never be expected in osteoarticular
samples.
Conversely, blood-supplemented BCBs universally grew down to
dilution D (10-102 CFU/mL) and in 69% of those with dilution E (110 CFU/mL). In clinical practice, with expected KK concentrations
around 102 CFU/mL in osteoarticular samples, the microorganism
grows in 11-40% of BCB with a positive KK identification in molecular
methods (4,11). This estimate is far from both the 0% in non-bloodsupplemented BCBs and the 100% in blood-supplemented BCBs
inoculated with similar K. kingae concentrations in our study. In
clinical practice, because of the technical difficulties in obtaining,
osteoarticular samples are often mixed with patient’s blood at its
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drawing; those taken with arthrotomy or bone debridement are
usually more blood-stained than those obtained with arthrocentesis.
We hypothesize that this blood may boost K. kingae growth.
Our results show that the addition of blood to the BCB is critical
to enhance the growth of KK: blood-supplemented BCBs universally
grew down to K. kingae dilution D (10-102 CFU/mL), the addition
of very small volumes of blood led to high rates of positivity (100%,
81%, and 59% with 1/4, 1/8, and 1/16 mL, respectively) with K. kingae
dilution C, which is equivalent to those found in osteoarticular
samples, and the amount of blood strongly correlated with the BCB
TTP. Blood is known to provide hemin and other nutrients and is
often used to enrich culture media. However, the specific blood
component that enables K. kingae growth remains to be determined.
Adding blood in the BCB together with the osteoarticular
specimen could therefore be a practical and inexpensive method to
increase its diagnostic efficiency. In our experience, 0.25mL of blood
showed a diagnostic efficiency and TTP equivalent to larger volumes;
this is a small volume, even for young infants, and could easily be
obtained from the patient during the surgical procedure preferably
prior to administration of antibiotic therapy. The sparse growth in
some of the blood agar plates used as negative controls, alongside the
flat growth curve observed in the BacT/Alert System, suggests that
the initial inoculum remained in the lag phase in the BCB and never
achieved exponential growth.
In conclusion, the addition of human blood was essential to
boost the growth of KK in BCB, even when very low numbers of
colonies were inoculated. Prospective controlled studies employing
skeletal system exudates from actual pediatric patients are needed to
determine whether this strategy is useful in the clinical setting.
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